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BAK INDUSTRIES
BAK INDUSTRIES provides everything you need to make your truck complete with a great line
of tonneau covers. Bak Industries offers innovation, quality and affordability. When looking
for additional security and protection from the weather, search no further; Bak Industries delivers
a great selection of tonneau covers. Leaders in quality manufacturing, Bak Industries’ popular
line of tonneau covers include the BakFlip, a wonderful creation in a folding cover that allows
easy, unobstructed access to you truck bed.
The BakFlip folds down with ease and secures tightly to stay in place while you do your work.
Work made easy in your truck bed because you have the freedom to move and get to every part of
the bed. The BakFlip is designed to mount flush and can even be used on trucks which feature
rails and tie-downs, racks or even a 5th wheel. No matter, the BakFlip gives every truck owner
quick and trouble free access, 100% total access, without ever having to remove the bed cover.
Another fantastic product from BAK INDUSTRIES is their line of retractable tonneau covers:
the RollBak. Their RollBak is considered to be one of the best in durability and toughness. So, if
you are in need of a tonneau cover, which offers multiple lock positions and ease of use; the
RollBak, made with aluminum panels will give you something rugged with great style and peace
of mind knowing that your gear is safe and secure. Built to outlive your truck! The RollBak is
something that will change your lifestyle. Frankly, that goes for all of their products as each one is
made for what best suits your needs.
The RollBak gives you smooth daily operation with their fantastic Teflon guided rail design. And
adding to the rugged construction, Bak Industries uses a superior powder coating, with a tough
baked on finish that will enhance the look of your truck. Yet, good looks are only part of the
greatness of Bak Industries’ products. The RollBak can handle over 400 pounds of weight,
making this one of the strongest of Bak Industries inventory. Not only are you getting a quality
product, made in the USA, you get a 3 year warranty.
Giving you more choice, Bak Industries doesn’t stop there. The TiltBak gives you a one piece,
solid-construction tonneau cover. Clean lines and a smooth finish in another though and eye
pleasing product. The TiltBak is the ultimate in ease of use. It’s lightweight, at only 45 pounds,
it’s sturdy and simple to use, and all in one piece. This cover can handle well over 500 pounds of
weight.
That’s right, the TiltBak is built to load things on top of them and drive. With a thoughtful design
team behind them, Bak Industries built the TiltBak to give you full access to your stake pockets,
which allows you to secure the load on top with your choice of straps or ropes or whatever you
use. No other one-piece tonneau cover offers this. In addition, the TiltBak offers you a far
superior locking system because all the latches are hidden under the cover and are out of the
elements and out of sight of potential thieves.
Try the TiltBak for it’s patented drainage system for those really wet parts of the country to keep
your truck bed dry all year long. This is just part of the complete package that Bak Industries
provides for its customers – superior products and superior service. This tonneau cover is easily
installed with one wrench and takes minutes to complete, there is no time consuming drilling or
any invasive procedures. You can remove the cover just as easily if you need to do so. Absolute
convenience.
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No matter which Bak Industries product you choose, you can rest assured that if it’s winter or
summer, rain or shine, your truck bed is safe and secure and dry. There is never a one-piece fits
all since all truck makes are different, but Bak Industries provides you with multiple choices for
multiple applications all geared to deliver excellent function, durability, quality and reliability.
Bak Industries provides you with a great line of tonneau covers. But that is not all you get with
this thoughtful company. They are a team of highly motivated, focused individuals seeking
satisfaction from you, the customer. Their team consistently offers top quality products
assembled by expertly trained and skilled craftsmen. They do this with the truck owner in mind,
giving you quality and ease of use for all seasons.
You get the best of functionality and security. Bak Industries transforms your open truck bed into
a large secure storage area making your truck safe from prying eyes and safer from theft. These
quality tonneau truck covers gives you added protection from the elements and best of all; they
provide you with a 3 year factory warranty for a fine product proudly made in the USA.

Truck Covers USA
Truck Covers USA wants to revolutionize the truck cover industry by constantly pushing the
envelope and striving for new heights in product usage. With such drive, the have the reputation
as the leader in quality tonneau covers for everyone, including both the consumer and industry
professionals. They specialize in custom builds of the highest standards using heavy-duty
aluminum for top-notch quality, retractable truck covers. Some custom designs include
builds for law enforcement agencies, various commercial entities and of course the discerning
consumer in search of superior tonneau covers.
Truck Covers USA demands only the highest standards for what it gives the industry. They
provide you with the latest technology coupled with state of the art materials. So, with the highest
goals in mind, they not only challenge you, they dare you, to compare other tonneau covers before
you buy. Their AMERICAN ROLL COVER is designed to custom fit nearly every make and
model pickup sold these days. Truck Covers USA has a unique design that allows their product to
fit trucks with roll bars and trucks with accessories, including most after market accessories.
The AMERICAN WORK COVER. Truck Covers USA brings you another awesome product
with the multifunctional, heavy-duty new concept that combines the tonneau roll cover with a
tool box… a union of what hard working folks desire for their hard working trucks. Protect your
tools and protect your cargo. The American Work Cover brings the quality of their American
Roll Cover with a galvanized sheet metal sectioned tool box, rust preventative properties and
space saving design. This new creation includes OEM grade locking mechanisms. The locks
are e-treated which reduces wear and tear. The lock also provides a molded rubber gasket for
flange of housing to repel water and dust.
Know for ridiculous durability, Truck Covers USA delivers secure tonneau covers without losing
style or convenience. Their highly trained staff employs the latest, cutting edge technology with
brilliant minds creating innovative designs to give you the best. Their retractable tonneau covers
are extremely versatile, yet extremely tough for those who work in a tough environment. Quality
is the standard and their American Roll Cover is quality you can count on to match your truck.
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You don’t ask any less of your truck, so Truck Covers USA doesn’t ask any less of what they
provide. And excellence is what they deliver.
The American Roll Cover, made by Truck Covers USA, provides the market with the double
walled aluminum construction and a textured powder coated finish, which greatly
enhances the durability of their retractable hard tonneau truck cover. So, you get a supertough, quality built cover with a beautiful finish to complement your truck whether you have a
truck for show or whether you have a truck to work as hard as you do. Either way, you’ll get the
job done in style, with security and stability.
Truck Covers USA’s superior quality and construction provides you with the same quality
attention to their locks. With your security in mind, they give their truck bed covers a lock every
12 inches. Not only does this security feature help protect against thieves it provides security with
water-tight and weather resistant seals. Again, a challenge they proudly take. A challenge they
dare you to prove wrong when you compare them to others on the market—a cover like no
other. Combine this with the multifaceted American Work Cover and you get a double duty
masterpiece. A tonneau roll cover and a sectioned tool box!
The American Roll Cover offers the smallest canister of any retractable tonneau roll
cover at 8x8 inches. With the heart and soul of a results-driven company, Truck Covers USA
excels at research and development. The tonneau covers they provide are the results of a
innovative R&D team dedicated to give the market the best. And when you buy the truck for
yourself, you buy the best and Truck Covers USA provides you with quality. Satisfaction for your
truck with gear made to fit Chevrolet, Dodge, Ford, Nissan, Toyota and many others.
Simply put, Truck Covers USA is dedicated to manufacturing truck covers that are superior to all
others on the market. They are competitive and pay attention to detail. They love what they do
and their success shows with customer satisfaction and customer feedback. The end result is
excellence.
Excellence equals satisfaction. When you get a Truck Covers USA product you get the best. And
the best goes a long way by providing more than just security and looks. Tonneau covers improve
gas mileage with an average of 7-10% savings. With Truck Covers USA you save gas and save
worry. They give you a hardy, aluminum cover that can withstand 500 pounds. The only cover
tough enough to do so. Their new product, the American Work Cover has several options; some
of which are power actuators and/or built-in American Cargo light strip/shield.
Truck Covers USA has delivered superior products at competitive prices since they’ve been in
business. They are dedicated to customer satisfaction with a friendly and efficient business ethic.
Always striving for perfection, they leave no stone unturned in their effort to provide you with the
latest and greatest the industry has to offer. Not only that, Truck Covers USA will back it up
with their two-year warranty. And they are a company that is proud to claim that everything they
produce is made in the USA, in San Diego, California.
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EXTANG
Extang, Inc. is the number one manufacturer and seller of pickup truck bed tonneau covers in
the United States. They were the first tonneau producer in America, in business since 1982.
Extang, Inc. provides a multitude of tonneau pickup truck accessories with the utmost attention
to quality, perfection and service. They were the first to develop the “Clamp-on” aluminum
frame, tonneau truck bed cover system.
With a heart for the customer, Extang, Inc. does everything to provide the best products and best
customer relations in the industry. An integral part of their service is to back their products with
the Extang Warranty that covers your product longer than what most say your vehicle may last.
A 10 year warranty on any defective truck cover materials and truck cover workmanship. They
are the champions in the industry for offering the best warranty, which is all part of the essence of
what the company brings to you. Excellence and superior products for all your tonneau truck
cover needs.
Seriously, Extang, Inc. offers so many products it would be impossible to describe everything
they carry in their catalogue. Some of their products include: Revolution (ultra low profile
tonno), SOLID FOLD (folding hard lid tonneau), EXPRESS TONNO (roll-top
tonneau cover) and TRIFECTA (tri-fold tonneau by Extang), which is also available
with the New Signature Series Fabric. Specifically relating to tonneau truck covers, they
have at least eight designs available, most of which are offered in nine colors. This company also
provides some of the most extensive collection of after market accessories for pickup trucks as
well as accessories for their tonneau covers. All this and more from a company who leads the
industry in engineering and development of high quality products for the consumer, whether it’s
professionally related or just for the average truck owner.
Extang also brings you FULL TILT (easy lift, hinged, removable), Classic PLATINUM
(Premium, original, snap style), BLACKMAX (all black frame, snap style), Tuff
Tonno (no snaps, slick-lock tail rail) and TOOL BOX TONNEAUS (perfect fit to your
tool box). All this and more from a company that has been at the top of a product buffet
featuring exceptional, rock solid gear.
Extang, Inc. leads the industry with more design patents than all other Extang tonno cover
companies combined. Extang, Inc. offers such products as the RT Tonno, a Roll Top truck
cover with full tilt capabilities. They also offer folding bed covers and soft top covers. Extang is a
true leader, a world leader, in the innovative tonneau cover industry. They hold the highest
standard in engineering and manufacturing to provide you with the finest covers made and
backed by the best warranty the market has to offer.
Extang, Inc. gives you the most the market has to offer. This is a necessity since the truck market
is so vast, but not to worry. If you have a Chevy, Dodge, Ford, GMC, Nissan or Toyota, Extang,
Inc., tonneau covers has what you need. Their hard covers come with easy to install instructions
for an easy to install product. Most of what they offer in tonneau hard covers can install in
minutes to give you the maximum in versatility, security and protection from the harsh elements
nature can dish out. Not matter if it’s work or pleasure; Extang, Inc. tonneau truck bed covers are
the best. Durable and tough they come with great advanced features to secure your valuables with
heavy duty locks and rails to keep the most ardent thief at bay and weather outside, where it
belongs.
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Their hard covers are ultra strong and light. Like the SOLID FOLD, which is engineered from
aircraft grade aluminum alloy. This is just the tip of the iceberg, as toughness and quality
are only part of the equation. Their products are engineered and designed to look great also with
the poly-tex paint finish to provide the ultimate protection to battle harmful UV rays. Style and
cargo security all in one.
The ease with which their tonneau covers can be installed is just what this fast paced world needs.
Most of what Extang provides in truck covers can be installed with just one person and no power
tools. A wrench is all that you will need. Fast and convenient, high quality, strength and
durability for your favorite pickup to look its best while providing the ease of mind knowing all
your cargo is secure.
Extang brings you the TRIFECTA TRI-FOLD TONNEAU, which is just that, a tri-fold with no
assembly required and no tools either. Engineered with precision and attention to detail. It’s 45
degree steel corners, commercial grade rails and I-Beam style Monster Bows provide you with
great security and unparalleled strength.
All this is a result of demanding beginnings when values and integrity were melded with
engineering excellence and exacting standards. Extang, Inc. hit the market with a well designed
product, exceeding the standards then and exceeding them now. Performance and customer
satisfaction is what makes Extang, Inc. the best in the business. Engineering and dedication is at
the heart of the company and that’s why Extang is the number one selling tonneau brand in the
USA.
Hard work and the pursuit of perfection in product quality pays off. Those elements hard to find
these days, but Extang, Inc. has adhered to these aforementioned principles to bring to you, the
consumer, products that will maximize and enhance the utility, ease of use and style of your truck.
The engineers and staff at Extang, Inc. are committed to giving you the best they can offer and
their long life in this industry is a fine example of what they can do and their reputation precedes
them.
Over the years they have grown into one of the largest companies in America to provide all types
of truck bed covers from low profile tonneau covers to tri-fold tonneau covers. They offer covers
for all sized truck and all budgets. The Black Max and Tuff Tonneau are the two most popular
covers, but they have some newer inventory, like the Solid Fold or the Trifecta, which may be
just what you need. Each product offers different functionality so search for what you need and
you’ll be able to find it through Extang, Inc.

TRUXEDO
Truxedo is a the lead manufacturer of roll up tonneau covers with many different styles to
choose from. Truxedo gives you a choice of the best new, innovative tonneau cover concepts;
which emphasize function, style, quality and durability. Truxedo offers a multitude of products
that best suits your needs for your truck bed. All their covers are made from strong materials
giving you a clean and sharp appearance. They manufacture everything from soft roll-up covers
to hard toolbox tonneau covers.
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The Truxedo staff is a passionate group of people who love automotive customizing. They seek
excellence as they continue to expand and diversify their product line. Customer satisfaction is
their goal. Truxedo offers it’s customers the highest quality engineered tonneau covers and they
can do it with short lead times without sacrificing their standards. It’s world-class customer
service and they give the best tonneau cover warranty in the industry. Such as a lifetime
warranty on the tonneau truck cover, tonno bed cover, pickup bed cover, which covers
everything. Yes, everything.
Truxedo offers their covers in five colors giving you more choice for the enhancement of your
truck. One of their top sellers is the Truxedo Lo Pro QT and that comes with a Lifetime
warranty, a low profile appearance, quick installation and a Patented Auto Tension Control.
This year, Truxedo is proud to introduce some unique designs from their team of expert
engineers. They are easy to install and carry the best warranties in the industry to enhance the
look of your truck. It’s the new TONNEAUTRAX, new to the product line; the TronneauTrax is
a complete cargo solution. It comes with an innovative rail design to secure your cargo with
integrated cargo anchors within the tonneau cover system that makes hauling large cargo easy
and fast and secure.
You can load heavy gear and with the heavy duty clamping system, you have about a 1000 pound
load limit, locking option. It’s versatile hauling with adjustable anchors at your fingertips to lock
your load securely in place without the need to crawl inside the bed. All the anchors are right
alongside the inside top part of the bed.
The team at Truxedo also introduces the TonneauMate ™ to create the most versatile toolbox in
the industry. It fits most full sized trucks, with or without the tonneau cover. With the unique
adjustable inside mounting, it elevates the TonneaMate ™ to allow for use of the entire truck bed
floor. Truxedo is a collection of customer oriented engineers and staff with all your needs in
mind. They are committed to bringing you the best accessories for your truck covers and truck
needs because they offer the highest quality engineered products, even with short lead times and
they do it with world-class excellence with world-class warranties.
Some of their fantastic products include the Truxedo Edge, which features an aerodynamic
cover design: an arched stylish tailgate that adds great appeal to the appearance to any truck. Its
simple installation takes less than 20 minutes without drilling and easy to attach clamps. The
Truxedo Edge is a well made, durable item that is easy to operate and gives you full truck bed
usage. The side rails mount along the inside and allow you access to your stake hold pockets
giving you maximum versatility. And the final touch is the adjustable tension control, which
adjusts in seconds for a snug fit in any weather situation. Hot or cold, wet or dry. It keeps your
cargo away from the elements guaranteeing safe travel for your goods. Even if you have large
cargo, don’t worry, roll up you Truxedo Edge in seconds and you are ready load and roll.
Never letting you down, Truxedo offers great customization of their products to give you that
personal touch to separate you from the pack. They proudly offer custom cuts for trucks with
preinstalled toolboxes and cuts for those of you with classic trucks. Truxedo also offers embossed
finishes for those of you who have a penchant for things like the Harley Davidson enthusiast,
names or even your own design.
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Truxport offers a soft choice for your cover if you need to stay within a tighter budget. The
Truxport installs in less than 20 minutes, like most of their gear, and it’s done without drilling or
modifying your truck bed. With this you get ease of use, quality with a tough design and easy oneperson operation.
Some designs offer the ease of the soft roll tonneau cover with a hinged section to give you easy
access to reach your cargo quickly; and that means you can utilize the hinge for front or back of
bed access. Or you can roll the cover out of the way. The choice is yours.
Of course you can go with the ORIGINAL TRUXEDO. You get automatic tension control to
keep the cover tight in fluctuating temperature situations. The exclusive designed side and corner
seals keep the elements out of your bed, protecting your cargo. This is easily done with the
innovative, continuous Velcro ® contact—no snaps or adhesives to fail you.
As always, tonneau truck covers offer you an opportunity to save gas with increased
aerodynamics. Truxedo is a top notch company with a loyal following. Customer service and
excellent attention to quality manufacturing are hallmarks of Truxedo. They back all their covers
with a Lifetime warranty. Not many companies offer that. The product speaks for itself and
they offer many other products to suit whatever you may need. Customization is something that
Truxedo is pleased to offer and with that, they are truly proud to say they are made in the USA.

UNDERCOVER
UNDERCOVER, INC Truck Bed Covers has laser beam focus on QUALITY and Commitment to
excellence. Their tonneau covers are built to protect you from top to bottom, both figuratively
and practically. Ultimate customer satisfaction is what makes Undercover truck bed covers
products stand out as a force to be reckoned with. Strong and durable, these truck bed covers
provides the best on the market at a reasonable price.
UnderCover Classic is the flagship, go-to tonneau cover. Made from lightweight, ABS
Composite material, you get a super strong design that’s easy to remove and mount and gives
you the ultimate protection from the elements and from thieves. Undercover, Inc. designs its
products to withstand the abuse of everyday work and play. It’s easy to install also; and when you
are done, you can easily place it on your wall with an easy to install wall mount. All their tonneau
covers come equipped with LED lighting, quick release struts, twist locks and pull straps.
The UnderCover SE includes the same quality and style of its predecessor, but adds an easy to
find Center Point Lock and Concealed Hinge. This heightened security feature gives you ease
of use to quickly get your gear in and out of the truck bed. But ease of use doesn’t have to sacrifice
protection as the rubber seal around the cover keeps water and other nasty elements from getting
into your stuff and making things a mess.
Always evolving, UnderCover, Inc. offers the next line of its product with the UnderCover SE
Smooth. Again, you get all the features of the original, but you get a paintable cover, so you can
create the exact look you want without losing safety or style. Customization--keeping your
lifestyle at its peak so you look good and feel safe anywhere your travels take you.
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Another awesome product from the makers of the superior ABS covers, of some of the best truck
bed covers in America, the craftsmen at UnderCover, Inc., brings you the SWINGCASE, which
provides secure, out of the way storage and security of your smaller items. Stage your hand tools
and small toys or whatever you don’t want to have bouncing around in the bed in a
compartmentalized, super strong case. And user friendly also. It’s made to swing out over the
tailgate to give you easy access to all your important tools. Easy on your back and tough on their
competitors, the Swingcase makes working hard, really easy. Another great feature of this neat
product is that it’s removable. You can take this tool box out and bring it to where you need it as
you work to get your job done.
The Swingcase can be mounted on either side, or both sides of your bed. The Swingcase, once it
swings in, easy fits over the wheel well, which saves you space to utilize the center of the truck bed
for your cargo and secure all of it with the UnderCover tonneau of your choice. Once you get
your Swingcase out of the way, another feature allows you to lock the case to your truck bed
making it secure so you could even drive without the truck bed cover.
UnderCover, Inc., continues to set the standard for quality tonneau covers, with ease of use and
all this is also friendly on your wallet. Their covers fit most truck beds, Chevy, GMC, Dodge,
Mazda, Nissan, Toyota and Suzuki. Remember, customer service is top priority, so if safety,
security and style are what you need, UNDERCOVER, INC., is the place to shop for superior truck
covers made in the USA.
At 58 pounds, it’s easy to move and store. Tough as nails, the ABS composite is scratch, scuff
and break resistant. Installation is quick and easy. 30 minutes can get you on the road. Just
install with bolts and you are ready to work or get going on the vacation. Once there and you need
access, your cover stays open with either superior hydraulics or springs, the option is yours. And
don’t worry about working at night either; each tonneau cover is equipped with an LED light so
you can get your job done whenever the occasion arises.
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